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Stunningly beautiful, original solo guitar instrumentals. 10 MP3 Songs EASY LISTENING: Mature, EASY

LISTENING: Background Music Details: Daniel Jacobs plays the guitar as if it were an orchestra. "Six

Strings" is the culmination of 22 years of musical exploration and travel adventure. The 10 solo guitar

instrumentals spring from people and places he's experienced all over the world. This music is the perfect

accompaniment for any activity. Sit back, close your eyes and let the music take you away. 1. Stallion

Shadows: It's spring at midnight on a 250 acre thorough-bred horse farm in Virginia. The overcast sky is

opaque. There is no moon. You climb over a paddock fence into a field where five horses run free day

and night. You hear the horses running around the field as you walk to its center. You can't see them.

You hope they see you. When they pass 15 feet from you, they are shadows against the grass beneath

the dark swath of distant woods. This is that music. 2. Creek Song: This piece sounds like what you hear

sitting by a creek in the "Stallion Shadow" woods. 3. Streetlight: The guitar part from a song I wrote about

homeless people in New York City: the song, with words, is on "Echoes of my Footsteps." 4. Cake: A

friend ofmine used to tell me I should play instrumentals in concerts. This music reminds me of her. She

changed her name to cake. 5. Wedding Bells: For Chip and Tiffany Whitney 6. Toni's Song: Just outside

Tucson, Arizona, on some rocks in the mountains with Toni, this music appeared. 7. Morning Song: Some

mornings, before getting out of bet I begin playing guitar. One morning this music was in my hands and in

my ears. I don't know where it came from. 8. Time for Age: A variation on the guitar part from the first son

on my CD "Our World Now." 9. Another Piece of the Sky: This music originated as the guitar part for "Her

Magic," (the first song on "Echoes of my Footsteps"). It appears on "our World Now" as an instrumental

called "A Piece of the Sky." Here it is a variation on "A Piece of the Sky." 10. Kiss for a Princess: The

guitar part from "Kiss For a Princess," the sixth song on "Our World Now."
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